Quantum Metric +
experimentation
platforms.
Quantum Metric's integration with
experimentation platforms allows you to improve
the efficiency and performance of every test you
run. Get a better web and mobile experience
with higher customer satisfaction.

Quantum Metric and testing
platforms sync to deliver a better

With A/B testing, session replays, and user

digital experience.

testing…[you] can understand customers

Accelerate digital testing, experimentation, and
results validation
Use customer behavioral data to generate testing
ideas and opportunities

more fully and have greater influence over
strategic decision making.

— Gartner, Critical Capabilities for Voice of the Customer

Combine experimentation with behavioral data
and session replay for a personalized testing
program that is focused on customers.

What does Quantum Metric do?
Quantum Metric captures a rich set of behavioral
and technical data at the session level for web
and mobile applications. Teams can understand
the customer perspective at scale and prioritize
digital improvements.

Our team will have 150-200 opportunities
we can go after at any given time. Quantum
Metric helps us take better bets and know
that those bets will have a higher probability
of creating success or impact.

— Sr. Director of Digital Product, Seera Group

Solution integration delivers efficient experimentation.
Integrate Quantum Metric with one of our many A/B testing platform partners to sync data between real-time customer
behavior with your experiments. Integrated data allows for automated testing programs, making it easier to get results.

How testing platforms and Quantum
Metric work together for more value.
In Quantum Metric:

In experimentation platforms:
Experiment based on behavioral insights from
Quantum Metric to conduct A/B testing on the
lower performing digital areas, improving
conversion.

Generate new hypotheses and prioritize
experiments with detailed segment analysis,
session replay, and behavioral/technical data points.
Understand why experiments succeed or fail by
uncovering deep insights into customer behavior,
engagement, and journey through your web and
mobile platforms.

Automate, deploy, or stop experiments based on
real-time behavioral and engagement data from
Quantum Metric.

Customer stories.

Challenge


Challenge


Seera Group, an online travel agency serving the Middle
East, had little understanding of why certain A/B
variants performed better than others.

While Canadian Tire was using Optimizely for
experimentation, they were lacking an efficient method to
drive personalization in real time.
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Seera Group combined Quantum Metric with their A/B
testing platform and was able to nally see new opportunities
for experimentation and gain insight into how A/B variants
performed. Seera tested ight segments on a new calendar
and noticed one segment didn t convert. After an in-depth
analysis in Quantum Metric, they learned that un lled dates
led to customers abandoning.
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With Quantum Metric, Canadian Tire strategically
engages customers at the most critical points in their
journey. n one situation, Canadian Tire had a goal to drive
customers into the loyalty program. They leveraged
Quantum Metric s integration with Optimizely to pop up a
personalized program that directed customers to
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relevant o ers.
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As a result, Seera changed the calendar layout and
increased conversion by
.

Canadian Tire immediately saw a
engaging with the loyalty bene ts.

30%

Watch a recorded demo to see how testing platforms and Quantum Metric
combine for a better web and mobile experience .

72%

increase in users
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quantummetric.com/product-tours

